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Our cover: Tom Clark u,atches
over his shoulder as Paul Zimmer-
mann works some iron into a leaf
shape under the 25-pound Little
Giant. Paul u.as the lead demon-
strator at the first Oktoberfaust
held in October at St. Louis. Fausr
Park.
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The Newsletter of the Blacksmiths
Association of Missouri is pub-
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mailed to members of BAM. The
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is $2Olyear; a portion of this
amount is for a subscription to this
newsletter for one year. Editorial
inquiries should be addressed to:
Jim McCarty,5821 Helias Dr., Jef-
ferson Ciry, MO 65101;(573)
395-3304. BAM membership in-
quiries should be addressed to:
Maurice Ellis, Rt.l Box 1442, Bel-
grade, MO 63 622, (573) 766-
5346. Occasionally some material
will be copyrighted and may not
be reproduced without written
consent by the author. BAM wel-
comes the use of any other materi-
al printed in this newsletter pro-
vided the author and this
organization be given credit.
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The Newsletter of the Blacksmiths'
Association of Missouri and its members
do not manufacture, distribute, sell, test,
\\'arran!! guarantee, or endorse any of the
tools, materials. instructions or products
contained in articles or features in the
Neusletter of the Blacksmiths' Associa-
tion of \lissouri. The Newsletter of the
Blacksmiths' Association of Misouri dis-
claims any responsibility or liability for
damages or injuries as a result of any con-
struction, design, use, manufacture or
other activity undertaken as a result of the

use or application of information con-
tained in any articles or features in the
Newsletter of the Blacksmiths' Associa-
tion of Missouri. The Newsletter of the
Blacksmiths' Association of Missouri
assumes no responsibility or liability for
the accuracy, fitness, proper design, safety
or safe use of any information contained
in the Newsletter of the Blacksmiths'
Association of Missouri.
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Dear BAM Members,

Having gotten u'ay behind on neu'sletters this year I was trying to

think of a way to redeem myself and get things back on track. What I
came up with \\'as to do an all-project issue. None of the boring meet-

ing stuff, ne\\-s items or presidents editor's message just stuff to

make and do. \ou'n'hv didn't s.e think of that before?

I prettl' much cleaned out mv fiie of available material so things are

goin-9 to be prettl' scarce dou'n the road. That's where you come in -
Grab pencil and paper and send me some more stuff! I have another

great idea and r,ve need to get this done before conference time. Let's

do a BAM's greatest hits book. I'il pick up that wonderful stuff from

past issues - but let's put some new stuff in it too so everyone will
want one of these. Then we'11 -set it printed and have it to sell at the

Ozark Conference and all the other chapter conferences too. What a

great idea...now we just need some stuff.

You know the address - get out those T:squares, compasses and

drafting machines.

)
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\Tizard Head Candleholder
By Steve Wilhamson, Appalachian Area Chapter

l-Using l,/2" x 1,,'2" square rod, taper one end to a long square point.
He somerimg5 19rrn6l5
tJre taper edges.

2-Next, flatten a section about 3 inches below the taper using the anvil horn to provide for nose.
Then to complete nose, Steve uses a double ball fuller and treadle hammer.

The nose is then accentuated using anvil edge.
3-This is followed by flatteni.'g space just above the nose (on anvil edge) to provide for eye
locations.

4-Then with round punch eyes are formed: A straight chisel is used with remaining heat to form
eyebrows and markings for mustache.

s-With new heat, the mustache is cut and spread and a beard below is formed.

6-Next, the
punched in

e1'e Pupils are
and (optional) wizard

7- For the remaining portion, Steve takes about a 28" piece of 3/8" round rod and upsets one end
and forms an L/8" tenon on the other end using a circular fuller and monliey tool.

mouth is punched in (this can be any one of a r,arieR' of sq,les),
is placed above forehead
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8-The upset end of this piece !s scarfed and the \Vizard
head is scarfed about -l-5' belovr' the beard. Then these
rwo pieces are forge v'velded togetJ:os.

g-With a "good" u'eld.. Steve uses a properll sized scroll
to form the -3 E" por-tion a-round wirhout using an1, of

the r,r,elded section rlhich l:as been rounded up to insure
a complete *'eld.

1o-Then the head secdon and tenon section are bent
through 90 degrees to form the candle stand.

11-The piece !s compieted ;bl,adding a wa\ collector
and peening ttre tenon down using torch heat.

Completed piece looks something tike
this:

DEMONSTRATION OF BRAIDED HANDLE
Steve expiained his method of forming a chevron brajded handle for various tools.

+4frecq
3-These four pieces are again heated and allowed to cool slightl), so that rhe heat is uniform
throughout.

-l-Then, the free end of each is placed tightl)- ln vise and with twisting tool, each piece is given
three full ntists: Ttvo are girren clockn.ise n\ists and nvo are given counter clockrvise t\ivists.

.5-.A11 four pieces are then nested to provide a chevron braid and wired tightl), in preparation for
end rvelding.

6-Each end is heated, thoroughll' brushed, flu-xed and returned to the fire to be brought to
welding heat. Steve uses a half-round fuller such as in a swage block and lightll/ raps all around
the end then using heavier blows completes a perfect weld for each end of the Uraided handle.

7-To attach to tool, one end is scarfed to match the tool scarf and another forge rveld is completed.-

B-The other end of handle can be finished in a series of different designs. Sreve forge welded a
-5 /8" hex nut to it, rounded this out tiren n.ith an acorn doubie fuller anA SO-IU. hammer finished
into an attractive acorn.

The finished piece looked somerhing like tlis.

Steve Williamson is an excellent demonstrator n,ho clearll, describes and performs each operation,
making it look east, for an\/one to do.
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HOT TIP; by DoN KEMPER, NwBA President
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TRTVET
of the

MONTH
"Reuse the Shoes"
by Doug Merkel

Don't throw away those used horse shoes.
lnstead of using plain bar stock for small items
consider using new or used horse shoes to add a
little texture and meaning to those forged items
many of us give away during shows or as gifts.
Here is a trivet that is made out of horse shoes.

You need six (6) shoes all of the same size
and six (6) 5/1 6" x 1 1/?" rivets. Cut the horse
shoes in half by removing a small wedge of metal
with your saw, hot cut or cold cut. The right
halves make one trivet while the left halves make
a second trivet. See drawing one. Line up the
pieces as shown in drawing two to make a pin-
wheel. Clamp to table, weld together the cen-
ters on both top and bottom, grind level and wire
brush.

Pick out the same nail hole on three of the
arms and drill a 5/16" hole through the shoe
from the back (side of shoe without the crease).
Go slow so that the drill bit does not catch on
the edges of the crease as it comes through.
Put in the rivet from the back and weld in place
from the back. Tum it over and peen over the
edges of the rivet.

Wire brush, use a torch to color the metal
and apply a wax finish or finish of your choice.
Do the same with the other halves and you end
up with two trivets. One for you and one as a
9ift.
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Some Sign Bracket and
Dereck GIaser's Spring

Frame Joint

Split the end of the horizontal bar.

Upset ends together, but one up,
one down. Slit for rivet holes.

Upset to open rivet holes. Bend
with fork to 90 degrees (below).

Hardy for supporting bar at 45o
while breaking edges with hand
hammer or treadle hammer.

Tooling Details from
Meet Demonstration

Fluting in Bar Ends

(See p. 6 for a picture
of the bracket.)

Gentle taper

Working from
center out, lightly
flute bar end
1/16 inch deep.
Stagger flute
lengths

Switch to heavier
fuller with flat
teardrop shape

as above This pro-
duces the scalloped
edges

Side view

Clean up by moving tool
along groove. Keep a

heavy hand on tool to
hold it in the groove.
Hold at a slight angle
and tool will move along,
producing a smooth
groove.

Tooling for
"String of Pearls"

l-)
Lightly establish the path of the
cuts with chisels #2, carefully
maintaining the 90o angle
Switch to chisels #1 and rotate
the bar to make unrform deep
cuts. Chrsels #2 will cause flash-
ing if used at this stage Finrsh
wrth chrsels #2.

The chisels required for this are
made from square bar stock as
shown below. They are most easi-
ly used in a guillotine fuller, if you
don't have a striker.

To make the chisels (#2 is shown):
'l Drill a hole the diameter of the
desired sphere; 2, Cut the bar in
half through the center of the hole;
and 3, Grind or cut the sides away

corttnued on p 14

+

900

,
,
,,
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Glaser Bracket and Tooling Details (rrom p. 13)

Snub-End Scroll Rivet Tool Fits Leg Vise

This first step is key for success.
Get bar to a high heat, and don't
let it extend too far over the
anvil's edge. Try a test piece.

lf scroll neck is
to be tapered, do

Drill Press Support Tool for Drilling Scrolls

Drill Press table

Tree Crotch
Anvil Stand

The crotch grain resists cracking
and checking as the wood dries,
and the side branch provides a
shelf for toolsForge the snub end tight. lt will

spread. but resist the temptation to
bring to width till later This upset
material is useful for later adjust-
ment

,//
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flLrNq r4sr
AS MADE ev Busren Gnuaas

Anrrcue exo luuusruTloN av Dor.rrure Fulwooo

Buster made a vise at-
tachment fs1 ffling lnifes, a

desip that he gct out of me
ofthe knife magazines. By
modi$ing the wooden
blocks (Items A and B) by
cutring rarious sized chan-
nels or depressiors doum

their lengths, a tml of this
sort could be used for vari-
ous blacksmith fi ting pre
;ects.

A thin piece of leather
glued to the inside surface of
the barrel D provides fric-
ticn to lock barrel C rvhen

the tapped rod m handle F
is tightened cn the boh H
(weldedtothetab cnthe
split tube D). A l/4" gap

betrreen the tabs dloxrs for
looset'i.g so that C can be

rcated to positim the work
(behreen the block A & B)
to the desired positio.

The fi:Gure can be

mourted in a vise either hor-
izcrrtally as pictured here or
vertically.

The dimensims ofthe
parts cm Busters versiqr of
the desip are as frllons:

A&B= 2-l/4" wide 7/8" Tall x 4" long oak Vise Blocks *ith rhin leather glued to the flat surface to protect the work
Amears to made by tuaing 2 l/4" round wooden shaft" splittitrs and plenilg down flat llE-114.

C= Rotating Tube 4 ll2" Long/2.86 Ontside DiLa.l 2.46Inside Dia./ .20" thick
F Stationary Tube 2 ll2" l-ongl 3-tl2" Outside Dia./ 3.065 Inside Dia./ .222 thrck - with two 1.5 x 2.5 x .25 tabs,

drilled in c€nter to receive Bolt H welded to one tab.
E: Mounting Flange T' I.oragx 5/16 Thick x 1.5" Tall Mild Steel Plate for clamping in bench or post vise.
F= Barrel locking assembly. Threaded rod, Large Wmden Knob. tubing or rod taped to receive the Bolt H.
G: Vise block Locking Assembly. Threaded rod and Large Wmden Knob for tightening agarnst l/4 plate J sitting in grove
in Block A This penetrates Tube C through the nut I welded to the tube, and compresses the blocks A&B.
H: HiCh grade bolt with head welded to tab.
I= Nut to match theads on Vise Block Laking Assembly G.
l= ll4" thick plate sitting in grmve in Block A to Fsr/ent damage to wood from Vise Block Locking Assembly.

oBg=/-.-;
,
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Forging a Knife Blade
As you hammer in the bevel you will find

that the point will start to curve upwards.

shape desired, you
tendency to curve
bending the blade in

the opposite direction.

Using the horn of the anvil bend the blade
lengthways into a curve r,r,ith the edge of the
blade on the inside of the curve.

Determine where you want the bevel to begin
and place this spot on the edge of the anvil

On the next heat turn the blade over and
hammer don'n the center. This rotating back
and forth from side to side and edge to center
will help greath' in keeping the heels angled
equally and the edge centered.

The blade n'ill straighten out as the bevels are

forged to shape. Continue this until the edge
is dor,r'n to approximatelr' 1 /16th" .

When satisfied n'ith the blade cut the excess
steel off n'ith the hardr-. Hon' much steel to
leave will depend on the trpe tang \-ou re

nearest you. Hammer the lower third of the
blade with overlapping hammer blows from
the ricasso to the point.
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Len Howell sent in this article after taking a
class at John C. Campbell Folk School with
Chuck Patrick.

Select a piece of high carbon steel large
enough to give you the size blade vou desire.

Place the end of the steel in the forge and
leave it until the end two or three inches is a
cherry red.

Working on the far side of the anvil begin
form the point.

Strike the end corners at an angle back
towards you as you taper the point with
hammer.

Forging a Knife Blade

This helps avoid a fishmouth

Don't ron
of the be
easily

completed tapering it.

After you are satisfied with the point it is
time to hammer in the beveled edge.

o
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THE WILLIAMSBURG SMITHS
MAKEADOORBOIT
REPORT FROM THE ABANA '98 CONFERENCE

DRAWINGS BY RICK HARTLINE
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A NAPKIN RING - An Exercise in Drawing out
Bv DorNrE Fulwooo

Here's a project to practice the drawing out
covered in the previous 'Tlasic Blacksmithing"
article.

Start with a piece of ll2" rotrnd stock about 3-ll2"
lcng (actually you use a piece a foot or more long so

that you have a handle and cut it offafter fullering and

dra*ing out the stem shown on the anvil face at right).

Fuller the certer of the stock and draw it out so that
there is a 1/8" diameter stem about 4-314" long between

two masses (A) and (B) in the drawing at Figure 2.

Flatten and draw out mass A to form a leaf with a
someu/hat irregular edge profile as shown in the
drawrng.

With a dull ctrisel, mark a center vein and 3 or 4

radrating veins as shown in figure 4.

Using a small round file like a chain saw file, cut

nctctres in the edges to fomt an oak leaf.

Roundthe end of mass B (which will become an

acom) with the hammer by hangrng it over the edge of
the anvil as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 58. Cut a
shallow line about 213 to 31 4 of the way from the end

forming the "cap" ofthe acom. You may use either type

of hardy shorm, but the straight (H2) type makes a

better looking acom in my opinion) You may mark the

cap cold with a sharp chisel to form cross hatching if
desired or it can be left plain.

Bend the forgrng into a circle of about l-112"
diameter around the anvils horn or around a piece of
PIPE

These can be made of mild steel or from stainless

steel fir the more experienced smith.

Finish by applymg clear paint. Don't use an oil finish

or your wife or cther customer will shoct you between

the eyes when they find the oil ring it leaves on their
fancy linen napkins.

Figure I

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

b-

Figure 6

Reprint: Ocmulgee Blacksmith Guild June 98 lssue 54
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Cqpe Chisel
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From way in the past comes these three
pages of stuff. Thanks to Jerry Hoffmann

O for sending me the art and to the original
contributors for the material.
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S-Hooks the way
Maurice Ellis

makes'em

Here's how Grady
Holly keeps his
vise screw clear.

5r+€67
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stl\OLD

Another Ken

Valdeio original,
this time how to
make a spoon
for when you're
really hungry.
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New Engtand Blacksmtths

ound or Square Stock

Bradley, Maine, October 1996. David Court produces
a nice pair of tongs for round or square stock. I
wanted to make a similar pair for my shop, so I
devised a forging sequence that I'd like to share .

Demonstrated bg Doug lUilson

-Doug
Stock Needed
114" x 1" bar, or
other as desired

(r)
(^)

=--:]\-.-
.\\::-- -
r-*.

4"1"*t
)i ze

tlzvl

Aarch-April 1998

(s)

AJ"^l S t<e
'/////,
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Lou Mueller feeds stock into the 25-pound Little Giant while Paul Zimmerman
works the flatter during Paul's demo at the Oktoberfaust event. Lou put the
whole thing together under ABANA's banner.
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